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Today’s Plan



Our Increasingly Visual World

Every NYT Front Page since 1852
(compiled by Josh Begley)

https://vimeo.com/204951759

https://vimeo.com/204951759


Visual Literacy



Visual Literacy

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BzWS3fDJC5b0WnRMdEFRWmxaZnc/preview


Object-based Pedagogy
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Teaching and Learning Opportunities 
at Smith College Museum of Art



Collections Galleries
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Special Exhibitions
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Teaching Gallery
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Museum-based Assignments

•

•



Museum classroom



Object storage visits



Activating museum spaces



Teaching in the Cunningham Center for Prints, Drawings 
and Photographs

- Great comprehensive 
Collection 

- Class and student 
support

- Student programs
- individual research 

and study space
- Community Access

 
and lot’s more



Flexibility and choice
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Some voices:
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Dynamic interactive classes



Some voices:

•For the past five years, I’ve taken students in my first year seminar, 
Re-Membering Marie Antoinette, to examine a series of 24 prints, Le 
Monument du Costume. By studying up close the details and the artistry 
of the prints, students can better imagine Marie Antoinette’s daily life, as 
well as the social rituals and the material culture that shaped the days of 
the French aristocracy. 
•Nothing compares to the knowledge students gain viewing these prints 
from a distance of six inches and observing the lines and the shading that 
the artist made to give an object. Sensory aspects of the etchings-- the 
feel and smell of the paper, the thickness and gradation of the lines, the 
imprint of the copper plate on the paper, the scale of the print—all 
contribute to their greater appreciation for the culture of the period. 
                                                                                                                                     
•Janie Vanpée - Professor of French Studies and Elizabeth Mugar 
Eveillard ’69 Faculty Director of the Lewis Global Studies Center



Faculty share: Judith Keyler-Mayer, 
German Studies

Teaching Foreign Culture and Language at the Smith Art Museum

The Department of German studies has been integrating materials from the Museum for 
many years. I personally have started bringing students to the Museum about 15 years ago 
and worked my way up exploring different layers of teaching methods and opportunities.
The resources at the Smith Art Museum - incredible works of art and staff (!) -  can provide 
our students with

1.       An approach to a foreign culture through visual art
-          We can teach cultural concepts not only through written texts, but also through                                                                                        
visualization.  
2.       An inspiration to find their own voice (even in German)   
-          We can encourage students to “read texts without words” and create their own text.
3.       An opportunity for Interaction and Inclusion
-         We can help students to explore new learning spaces and ways of interaction with 
others, engage     physically with “real” objects, create sensory memory, and discover and 
practice individual ways of "learning by doing". 



Faculty share: Judith Keyler-Mayer, 
German Studies



Faculty share: Christine White-Ziegler, 
Biological Sciences



Faculty share: Payal Banerjee, Sociology



Museum Grants for Curricular Integration

https://www.smith.edu/artmuseum/Education/Faculty/Museum-Grants-for-Curricular-Integration


Student reflection



Student reflection



Resources and Support

mailto:hketsdev@smith.edu
mailto:csmiller@smith.edu
mailto:mnewey@smith.edu

